R-9082 and R-9083
Instructions for the driver side (R-9082) and passenger side (R-9083) GT3 seat to floor
adapter
This particular kit adapts the Gt3 seat directly to the floor of Porsche models 944, 930,
964 and 993. When mounting the seat to the floor using regular seat brackets, it is
virtually impossible to get to the rear mounting point on the tunnel side of the car. This
particular kit eliminates the problem with an extra bracket which moves the right rear
mounting point to an accessible area.
Please note that the seat can be mounted in multiple positions. It may take several
tries to get the ideal position for your driving style.

1:
Attach the factory seat belt clip and the lap belt clip to the threaded lug on the
tunnel side adapter bracket.
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2:
Place the tunnel side adapter bracket in the car (tunnel side). Bolt down the rear of
the adapter bracket. (The rear of the adapter bracket is the side with the welded stud)

3:

Attach the tunnel side bracket to the seat

4:

Place the spacers in the car over the out-side mounting holes

5:
Mount the outside bracket (over the spacers) to the floor (finger tighten the bolts).
6:
Place the seat with the attached tunnel side bracket in the car (place over the floor
adapter bracket).
7:
Align the brackets and seat to the floor adapter bracket
8:
Install all bolts and nuts. Tighten when everything is in place.

Performance driving events are by nature potentially hazardous to your health. Brey-Krause Mfg. Co. Inc. shall not be
liable for injury, consequential, or other types of damages resulting from the use or misuse of our products. Proper
installation of these parts is critical and should only be done by a professional shop.

